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Abstract: In this paper, the researcher study automatic speech recognition technology for the individual. We propose a new voice recognition system using a hybrid model GMM-HMM. HMM and GMM is a non-linear classification model. Each state in an HMM can be thought of as a GMM. HMM is consider observation for state. It is also known as time series classification model. In this model, samples have been trained independently and parameters consider jointly which provides better performance than other classification models. Speech recognition system consider two types of learning patterns such as supervised learning and unsupervised learning. In this context speaker dependent and speaker independent used for identifying the efficient and effective voice. In this paper researcher considered supervised learning model for recognize efficient voice. This new voice recognition system identifies incorrect phonemes and verifies the correctness of voice pronunciation. Using the GMM-HMM hybrid model produces better performance and effectiveness of voice.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Voice recognition system evaluates the individual voice, such as the flow and frequency of their voice. Voice recognition is also known as speaker recognition. Voice recognition is a program to interpret spoken commands. In speech recognition use Artificial Intelligence and deep machine learning techniques.

Now a day's voice recognition implements on a computer or machine with ASR (automatic speech recognition) software programs. ASR includes the user to train the ASR program to recognize individual voice so that it can more effectively and accurately convert the speech.

Automatic speech recognition system use pattern matching digital audio files of spoken words. Voice recognition is also called as automatic speech recognition (ASR) system. In this process interpreting human speech on a computer.
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In ASR system audio speech into an error-free and word transcription of that speech.

A. GMM classification model:

The Gaussian Mixture Model Classifier (GMM) is a supervised and probabilistic learning classification model. In this classification model to classify the N-dimensional signals. GMM is representing a distributed subpopulation within the overall population. GMM used two-component first data points and the second component is equi-probability. In data point component of the GMM model used a mixture of a finite number of Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian Mixture Model Classifier is similarly to the k-means clustering algorithm with a k data set. Another way to implementing the GMM classification model using the Expectation maximization algorithm to trained voice data.

B. HMM classification model:

HMM, classifier used a different approach first separate data sets into class, second train each HMM class and finally test set compare using likelihood. HMM, classification is used statistical pattern recognition. Hidden Markov Model (HMM) used hidden state representation is a probabilistic graphical model. Each state sets the parameters for training data according to a training rule. For the implementation of HMM classifier for voice recognition feature or parameters are broken up into a sequence of quasi-stationary segments. These segments consider as independently and in isolation. In the HMM classifier, the frame rate is large for a speech given frame.
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II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

Black Diagram of Propose Enhance Voice Recognition System

A. GMM-HMM Hybrid Classification Model:

HMM-GMM hybrid system can be used different attributes such as stochastic modeling for acoustic variation of voice, the system can handle time series effectively and it calculates very efficiently. Only HMM classifier is used for voice recognition some limitations are presented for example HMMs trained with maximum likelihood rules provide less discriminative power. The HMM consider GMM in each state of HMM. State are usually considered as separate GMMs for the transition matrix. In transition matrix learned from training data and determine probabilities from one state to another. The following are the parameters used to enhance voice recognition system.

Pre-emphasis:
In enhanced voice recognition system remove the noisy data by using different techniques such as DC offset removal, silence words removal.

Windowing:
In the proposed model, the next step is windowing. Each frame is to minimize the discontinuities of signals beginning to end of the frame. For spectral analysis used window function of each frame. In this step window as

\[ b(m) = a(m)w(m), \quad 0 \leq m \leq M-1 \]

Here M is the number of samples in each frame.

Feature extraction
The next step is feature extraction is converted voice audio/video signal to feature vector coefficients for correct recognition. In the feature, extraction identifies speaker information using frequency band and transmission channel. For feature, extraction used the MFCC extraction technique and DWT extraction technique for better performance of voice recognition.

Pattern classification
In the pattern recognition process consider different large individual groups for voice recognition. Pattern recognition compares unseen test patterns for each voice class and comparing the similarity between them. In GMM-HMM hybrid model provide better performance. In this pattern, classification identified the speaker and verification using a hybrid model. In this process used deep learning in artificial neural network models for recognize voice.

III. DISCUSSION

In this paper, voice is recognized with background noise. The author proposed a speaker-independent model for voice recognition. In this model no need to training phase for each user. In this proposed model HMM-based model produced a better result than the GMM but used hybrid GMM-HMM model produced a better result than the other.

GMM-HMM hybrid model using good feature extraction techniques such as MFCC and DWT for increased the voice recognition rate. However, by computing parameters based on speakers’ pronunciation, the system can be speaker-dependent.
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IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we investigate a hybrid model GMM-HMM. In this method system trained and tested. The GMM-HMM systems use GMMs as observation functions for HMMs. The HMM of each class is modeled by one transition state, which means it is a GMM. The best number of mixtures is evaluated on the validation fold and the performance of the mixture yielding the best total performance will be shown.
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